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Abstract

low-dimensional representation of the spectral envelope by signal processing based on mel-cepstral analysis. The purpose of
this study is to clarify the following two points for full-band
speech.

A speech coding for a full-band speech analysis/synthesis system is described. In this work, full-band speech is deﬁned
as speech with a sampling frequency above 40 kHz, whose
Nyquist frequency covers the audible frequency range. In prior
works, speech coding has generally focused on the narrowband speech with a sampling frequency below 16 kHz. On
the other hand, statistical parametric speech synthesis currently
uses the full-band speech, and low-dimensional representation
of speech parameters is being used. The purpose of this study
is to achieve speech coding without deterioration for full-band
speech. We focus on a high-quality speech analysis/synthesis
system and mel-cepstral analysis using frequency warping. In
the frequency warping function, we directly use three auditory scales. We carried out a subjective evaluation using the
WORLD vocoder and found that the optimum number of dimensions was around 50. The kind of frequency warping did
not signiﬁcantly affect the sound quality in the dimensions.
Index Terms: speech analysis/synthesis, speech coding, frequency warping, spectral envelope

• Number of appropriate dimensions for synthesizing
speech as naturally as speech synthesized without coding.
• Effect of the frequency warping function on the sound
quality in mel-cepstral analysis.
This knowledge will support DNN-based speech synthesis because the number of appropriate dimensions is used not only
as the SPSS but also as the baseline for extracting the lowdimensional representation.
In Section 2 of this paper, we discuss related works on
speech coding and give an overview of the subjective evaluation. In Section 3, we present the experimental conditions and
give the results. In Section 4, we discuss the results and clarify
the number of appropriate dimensions and the frequency warping function. We conclude in Section 5 with a brief summary
and a mention of future works.

1. Introduction
2. Speech coding in spectral envelope

Statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) [1] is being used
all over the world and has recently been advanced by using deep
neural networks (DNNs) [2]. DNNs require a high-performance
speech analyzer to decompose speech into fundamental frequency (F0), spectral envelope, and aperiodicity by using the
vocoder [3]. Merlin [4], a toolkit for building DNN models,
utilized STRAIGHT [5] and WORLD [6]. Other parameters
have also been proposed in GlottDNN [7]. WaveNet [8], a deep
neural network for generating raw audio waveforms, can directly model the raw waveform of speech, but it requires an
F0 for training. In automatic speech recognition (ASR), an
acoustic modeling using the waveform has been proposed [9].
The difference between ASR and high-quality speech synthesis is the sampling frequency of the speech: ASR mainly uses
the narrow-band speech with a sampling frequency below 16
kHz, while high-quality speech synthesis uses the full-band
speech. It is difﬁcult for processing using full-band speech to
directly use the waveform. Therefore, parametric representation
of speech is still important for SPSS.
SPSS has a problem in that it lacks the spectral-ﬁne structure of speech. To compensate for this, a low-dimensional spectral feature extraction [10] has been proposed, where a deep
auto-encoder to obtain the low-dimensional spectral parameter is used. The input is the power spectrum calculated from
fast Fourier transform (FFT), and higher-quality speech can be
synthesized compared with the spectral envelope estimated by
high-quality vocoders.
Since the performance of the acoustic feature extraction by
the auto-encoder depends on the training data, we focus on the
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There have been several advances in speech coding research for
narrow-band speech. Linear predictive coding (LPC) [11] is one
of the major algorithms, and line spectral pairs (LSP) [12] has
been widely used in telecommunication systems. Cepstrum [13]
is also a fundamental algorithm and is used for several improved
algorithms. First, generalized cepstral analysis [14] was proposed, and mel-cepstral analysis [15, 16] followed a few years
later.
Mel-generalized cepstral analysis [17] is widely used in
speech synthesis research. It has a parameter for frequency
warping, and users can optimize the parameter for narrow-band
speech. In SPSS for full-band speech, there has been research
on warped linear prediction [18]. GlottDNN [7] has also been
proposed.
In mel-cepstral analysis, the mel-log spectrum approximation (MLSA) ﬁlter [19] can directly synthesize the speech waveform from the mel-cepstrum. In contrast, in vocoder-based synthesis, we can synthesize the speech from the decoded spectral
envelope. We therefore propose directly using the frequency
warping function on the basis of the auditory scales. The purpose of coding is to obtain the spectral envelope without deterioration for a full-band speech analysis/synthesis system.
2.1. Mel-cepstral analysis revisited
Figure 1 shows the outline of the proposed spectral coding and
its parameters. In the frequency warping, there are three warping functions based on the auditory scales.
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Figure 2: Three warping functions based on each auditory
scale. The vertical axis is normalized to indicate 1.0 at the frequency of 20 kHz.

Inverse DCT
Frequency re-warping
Parameter: Inverse function of utilized warping function

of general F0 estimation and set the ceiling frequency to 20,000
Hz, which is the upper limit of the audible frequency range of
human beings.
The number of samplings is related to the maximum number of mel-cepstrum demensions and affects the accuracy of the
decoded spectral envelope. We use WORLD, a high-quality
speech analysis/synthesis system, with the FFT size of 2048 for
the full-band speech. We know from sampling theory that the
signiﬁcant value is 1025, so we used 1024, which is close to this
value. The values at frequencies used in sampling were calculated by simple linear interpolation.

Logarithmic spectral envelope

Figure 1: Outline of proposed spectral coding. The values noted
in brackets are the parameters used in this paper.

The mel scale [20] is one of the most popular scales that is
a perceptual scale of pitches. A popular function [21] is given
by


f
m(f ) = 1127.01048 log
+1 ,
(1)
700

2.3. Low-dimensional representation of the spectral envelope

where f represents the input frequency in Hertz. This function
has two coefﬁcients, and several different coefﬁcients have been
proposed. We utilize the popular one.
Bark scale [22] is a psychoacoustical scale related to subjective measurements of loudness, and the function is given by

2 
f
b(f ) = 13 arctan (0.00076f ) + 3.5 arctan
.
7500
(2)
Since it is difﬁcult to calculate its inverse function, it is approximately calculated by linear interpolation from b(f ) with a ﬁne
resolution.
Equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) scale [23] is also
a psychoacoustical scale, and it gives an approximation to the
bandwidths of the ﬁlters in human auditory system. The function is given by


4.37f
e(f ) = 21.4 log
+1 .
(3)
1000

The sampled sequence is transformed by discrete cosine transform (DCT), and then the liftering for extracting the lowdimensional coefﬁcients is carried out. The number of dimensions for extraction is the parameter and determines the coding efﬁciency. When the dimension is set to N , the coefﬁcients from 0 to N -1 are extracted, and the spectral envelope
is compressed to N /1025. The extracted coefﬁcients are transformed by inverse DCT to the logarithmic spectral envelope on
the warped frequency axis. The warped spectral envelope is rewarped to the linear frequency axis by the inverse function of
the warping function.
2.4. Input power spectrum
The input of mel-cepstral analysis has generally been the logarithmic power spectrum calculated by FFT. However, the calculated power spectrum depends on the temporal positions [24]
even if the spectral envelope is temporally invariant. In a speech
analysis/synthesis system, this time-varying component causes
the sound quality to deteriorate. A temporally static representation of the spectral envelope has been proposed to overcome
this problem.
STRAIGHT [5] is one of the most popular vocoders that
has an algorithm for obtaining the temporally static spectral envelope. It uses the compensatory time window to remove the
time-varying component. TANDEM-STRAIGHT [24, 25] and
WORLD use the TANDEM window and CheapTrick [26, 27],
respectively. Other algorithms such as F0-adaptive multi-frame
integration analysis [28] have also been proposed to remove the
time-varying component. In SPSS, the low-dimensional parameter [10] is extracted from the power spectrum by the deep autoencoder. This study showed that the power-spectrum-based

The three warping functions are similar to the logarithmic
warping, but the major difference is in the low frequency band.
Figure 2 shows the difference among them. The vertical axis
is normalized to indicate 1.0 at the frequency of 20 kHz. The
warping functions determine the distribution of resolution from
low to high frequencies.
2.2. Equally spaced sampling on the warped frequency axis
The warped spectrum is sampled at equal intervals on the
warped frequency axis. This step has three parameters: the ﬂoor
and ceiling frequencies and the number of samplings. We set the
ﬂoor frequency to 40 Hz in accordance with the ﬂoor frequency
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Table 1: Conditions of the subjective evaluation.

representation achieved the best sound quality compared with
the same representation extracted from spectral envelopes estimated by STRAIGHT and WORLD. On the other hand, since
the simple power spectrum cannot synthesize natural speech,
the spectral envelope is still used for speech analysis/synthesis
systems.

Evaluation protocol
Method
MUSHRA
Number of participants
12 persons
Environment
18 dB (A-weighted SPL)
Headphones
SENNHEISER HD650
Audio I/O
Roland QUAD-CAPTURE
Characteristics of the speech used in the evaluation
Number of speakers
4 (2 males and 2 females)
Number of speech stimuli 20 (5 words per speaker)
Kind of speech
4-mora word
Sampling / Quantization
48 kHz / 16 bit
Conditions of the frequency warping
Kinds of auditory scale
Mel, Bark, and ERB
Number of dimensions
20, 30, 40, and 50 dimensions
Floor/ceiling frequency
40/20,000 Hz
Number of samplings
1024

3. Subjective evaluation
A subjective evaluation was carried out to determine the number of appropriate dimensions in spectral envelope representation without deterioration compared with the spectral envelope
without coding. The difference among frequency warping functions is also shown from the same evaluation. The subjective
evaluation uses original and re-synthesized speech.
3.1. Vocoder used for the evaluation
We used WORLD (D4C edition [29]) as the high-quality
vocoder utilized in the Merlin toolkit [4]. In each speech parameter estimation, we used DIO [30], CheapTrick [26, 27] and
D4C [29] to measure F0, spectral envelope, and aperiodicity, respectively. In the synthesis from speech parameters, we did not
use the MLSA ﬁlter but rather the default function in WORLD.
The F0 ﬂoor and ceiling frequencies in the F0 estimation
were set to 71 and 800 Hz as defaults. The frame shift was
set to 5 ms. We visually checked the estimation result in F0
and revised the deﬁnitive error in which a voiced segment was
wrongly identiﬁed as an unvoiced segment. We also checked
that the sound quality of the re-synthesized speech did not contain any fatal errors. The FFT size used in the spectral envelope
was set to 2048 samples. There are several parameters in each
estimator, but we did not change any of them from their defaults.
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Table 1 represents the conditions in the subjective evaluation. A
multiple stimuli with hidden reference and anchor (MUSHRA)
deﬁned by ITU-R recommendation BS.1534-3 was used for the
subjective evaluation. In the MUSHRA evaluation, the participants scored the speech stimuli on a scale of 0 to 100 (full
marks) using a graphical user interface. In cases where there is
no signiﬁcant difference between a pair, it means that we cannot identify the difference by this test. MUSHRA can generally evaluate smaller differences than the mean opinion score
(MOS). Non-signiﬁcant (n.s.) does not guarantee that they have
the same sound quality but rather suggests that we cannot detect
the difference by both MUSHRA and MOS tests. Since these
tests have generally been used to identify differences of sound
quality, this evaluation would be enough to show the effectiveness of the coding. A sound-proof room with the A-weighted
SPL of 18 dB was used, and 12 persons with normal hearing abilities participated in the evaluation. The sound stimuli
were reproduced through a set of headphones (SENNHEISER
HD650).
The speech stimuli used for the subjective evaluation were
20 words spoken by two men and two women. The sampling
frequency and quantization bit were 48 kHz and 16 bits, respectively. A speech stimulus consisted of Japanese four-mora
words including consonants.
The participants evaluated 14 speech stimuli at the same
time. These 14 speech stimuli consisted of 12 speech stimuli
synthesized with the coded spectral envelope and two speech
stimuli (the original speech and speech synthesized by WORLD
without coding). The 12 speech stimuli consisted of a product

Figure 3: Results of MUSHRA subjective evaluation. A single
asterisk represents signiﬁcant differences (Adjusted p < 0.05);
double asterisks represent highly signiﬁcant differences (Adjusted p < 0.01). To reduce the number of multiple comparisons, we limit the combinations required for the discussion.
of three frequency-warping functions (the mel, Bark and ERB)
and four dimensions (20, 30, 40 and 50 dimensions). These
dimensions were determined by an exploratory listening test.
In the evaluation, 14 speech stimuli were randomized.
3.3. Results
Figure 3 shows the experimental results. The vertical axis represents the average scores under each condition. The error bar
represents a 95% conﬁdence interval. We carried out a statistical analysis for the results. Since multiple testing is required
for the discussion, the two-stage linear step-up procedure [31]
based on the Benjamini and Hochberg procedure [32] was carried out.
Table 2 shows the list for multiple comparisons. Values
noted in brackets represent the number of dimensions used in
each frequency warping function. In cases where the adjusted
p-value exceeds the reference value, n.s. (non-signiﬁcant) is
shown instead of the adjusted p-value. The difference between
30 and 40 was signiﬁcant in all auditory scales, while the difference between 40 and 50 was not. In the comparison among
auditory scales in the same dimension, there was no signiﬁcant
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Table 2: The list of multiple comparisons and their adjusted
p-values. Values noted in brackets represent the number of dimensions. In the case where the adjusted p-value exceeds the
reference value, it is shown as n.s. (non-signiﬁcant).
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Figure 4: Comparison between WORLD and mel scale (50 dimensions) for each speaker. A signiﬁcant difference in two
speakers is evident.

4.2. Comparison of coding efﬁciency compared with conventional approach
The low-dimensional representation by the deep auto-encoder
[10] can compress the spectral envelope to 59 dimensions for
full-band speech. In this research, since the F0 and aperiodicity were represented by one and 25 dimensions, the number
of dimensions is 85 dimensions per frame. GlottDNN [7] used
111 dimensions per frame. In contrast, we can achieve a better
compression with only signal processing without any statistical technique that depends on the training data. We have also
shown that the aperiodicity can be compressed to just ﬁve dimensions [29]. In the case where the dimensions for the spectral envelope representation were set to 50, we can compress the
speech parameters to 56 dimensions (one for F0, 50 for spectral
envelope, and ﬁve for aperiodicity) per frame. Additional compression would be possible by using an auto-encoder with the
compressed parameters.

difference in 30, 40, and 50 dimensions. In the comparison
between WORLD and low-dimensional representation with 50
dimensions, there were signiﬁcant differences in the mel and
Bark scales, but the low-dimensional representations were superior to WORLD in the sound quality. The reason for this is
discussed in the next section.
The results provide us with two main ﬁndings.
• The number of appropriate dimensions was around 50.
• There was no signiﬁcant difference among auditory
scales in the case where 50 dimensions were used.
In the following discussion, we analyze and explain why the
low-dimensional representation was superior to WORLD.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we revisited mel-cepstral analysis, and directly
used the frequency warping function based on auditory scales.
Subjective evaluation using full-band speech was carried out to
show the number of appropriate dimensions for representing the
spectral envelope and the types of warping function. The results showed that 50 dimensions were enough to synthesize the
speech as naturally as the speech synthesized by WORLD without coding. Furthermore, the types of warping function did not
signiﬁcantly affect the sound quality in the case where the number of dimensions was 50.
The next step is the quantization coding in speech parameters. To show the appropriate frame shift is also an important
work. A 5-ms analysis seems to be enough for the speech with
F0 below 200 Hz because the fundamental period is 5 ms. However, since the female speech often has an F0 above 200 Hz,
a small frame shift below 5 ms may improve the sound quality. These optimized parameters would be helpful for not only
speech analysis/synthesis systems but also SPSS research using
full-band speech.

4. Discussion
We ﬁrst explain why some of the low-dimensional representations was superior to the spectral envelope without coding.
After that, we discuss the coding efﬁciency compared with the
conventional approach.
4.1. Improvement of sound quality by coding
The results showed that the mel and Bark scales in 50 dimensions were signiﬁcantly superior to those of WORLD. Figure 4
shows the results for each speaker (mel scale (50 dimensions)
and WORLD only). There were signiﬁcant differences in male
2 and female 2.
Qualitative analysis of speech stimuli showed that the temporal difference between neighboring frames tends to be larger
compared with others. The voiced sound often contains breath,
and breath can cause decay of the SNR. It also causes error
in the estimated parameters. In particular, since the spectral
envelope and aperiodicity estimations use the F0 information,
error with F0 affects the whole accuracy. It seems that the lowdimensional representation can remove the temporal difference
caused by the F0 error and obtain the robust spectral envelope.
Our future work will involve carrying out another evaluation to
verify this hypothesis.
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